DIGITAL PRINTING,

REDEFINED
The all new TruFire Precision Printing System.
The most reliable printer ever built.

Trufire ST
Table Size:
4X8
Print Heads
Inline
Stardard 4 Color
Grayscale CMYK
White, or Clear Varnish

Vacuum
Zones:
2X8
High Resolution
Droplet Size: 4, 6, 10, 14

Small footprint ideal for storefront applications
Print “on demand” all day without head maintenance
Speeds up to 2,200 square feet per hour

Trufire LT
Table Size:
5 X 10
Print Heads
Inline 4
Standard 4 Color
Grayscale CMYK
White, Orange or
Clear Varnish

Vacuum
Zones:
4 X 8 & 5 X 10
High Resolution
Droplet Size: 4, 6, 10, 14

Larger table with production capacity for most print shops
Most accurate true flatbed machine available
Designed to last more than a decade
Speeds up to 2,400 square feet per hour

Trufire LT/X2
Table Size:
5 X 10

Auto
Unloader:
Standard

Vacuum
Sections:
4 X 8 & 5 X 10

Print Heads
Staggered 8 Standard
4 Color Grayscale CMYK
Speed Printer

High Resolution
Droplet Size: 4, 6, 10, 14

Designed for large-capacity jobs
Equipped with the auto unloader to change sheets of media in
under 10 seconds to reduce labor cost.
More than 60 sheets per hour
Lowest cost of ownership in its class
10+ years of service
Speeds exceed 4,000 square feet per hour

Introducing the all new TruFire Precision Print System (PPS) by DigiTech
The most durable and flattest machined vacuum

TruFire PPS is an interactive user interface to

table designed to maintain the highest flatness

give operator complete control.

requirement in the industry.

Efficient, environmentally friendly LED UV

X axis accurate across the bridge to 1 micron, Y axis is

curable lamps.

accurate to 1 micron on both sides of the gantry.

LED inks with unparalleled adhesion qualities.

Absolute print head alignment and software to aid in

Simplified to eliminate service cost.

perfect head alignment.

Automatic media height laser.

Uninterrupted ink system. NO dropout – any density,

Print substrates up to 6 inches thick.

any print mode.

Hardware and software made in America.

True, 3-level grayscale printing with breathtaking

Up and running within just a few

quality and unprecedented efficiency.

hours from installation.

The TruFire “True” flatbed printer is a totally new design
that has the highest accuracy standards possible.
We set out to develop and manufacture a complete print system to be durable and reliable, but
also incredibly accurate. The Trufire offers “print on demand” capability all day with minimal maintenance. We
believe the user shouldn’t feel the need to have a service contract to keep the printer running.
At DigiTech, we do things better – and we’ve been doing it proudly for 10 years running.

We make happy customers.
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